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Effect of oxygen reduction on the optical conductivity of La0.75Ca0.25MnO3
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Reflectivity measurements are used to obtain the optical conductivity of three La0.75Ca0.25MnO32y samples
annealed under increasingly strong reducing conditions. All three samples are nearly saturated ferromagnets
although their Curie temperatures fall progressively fromTc5221 K to Tc5187 K with maximum de-
oxygenation. The presence of Drude absorption indicates that the unreduced and the slightly reduced samples
are electrical conductors belowTc . However, the most reduced sample manifests an insulatinglike optical
conductivity at all temperatures. Thus, ferromagnetism and insulating behavior coexist in the most-reduced
sample. This result contradicts the notion that mobile charge carriers of an electrically conducting manganite
induce its ferromagnetism. Beyond Drude absorption, midinfrared and near-infrared absorptions are also ob-
served. A midinfrared absorption band is present in all samples. The energy at its peak falls markedly with
decreasing temperature. Moreover, near-infrared absorption is found in the nonconducting sample and in the
high-temperature insulating phase of the conducting samples. The implications of these findings are discussed
in terms of models for properties of doped manganites.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the literature of colossal magnetoresistance mang
ites, the close interplay between transport properties
magnetic ordering observed inA12xBxMnO3 (A5La,Nd;B
5Sr,Ca) is usually explained in terms of the magne
double exchange~DE!.1,2 In particular, the net transfer rat
for a hole between two Mn ions increases monotonically
the alignment of these Mn magnetic moments is altered fr
antiparallel to parallel. The transitions from semiconduct
to conducting behavior and from paramagnetism to fer
magnetic ordering are thereby linked to one another
La12xCaxMnO32y , ~LCMO! with 0.2<x<0.48

The bare DE mechanism, however, cannot account
electronic transport measurements in these manganite
particular, electronic transport in the semiconducting reg
has long been attributed to low-mobility phonon-assisted
laronic hopping.3–6 Thus, explanation of electronic transpo
data requires including polaronic effects.7 These polaron ef-
fects include relief of the Jahn-Teller distortion of the oxyg
octahedron surrounding an Mn ion when the Mn site is
cupied by a hole.

In one view carrier-induced ferromagnetism is invoked
produce a transition from a low-temperature ferromagn
conductor to a high-temperature paramagnetic semicon
tor. In a polaronic DE framework, itinerant large polarons
the conducting phase may turn into hopping small polaro8

or bipolarons9 aboveTc . Other authors, however, envisio
DE mechanism playing a minor role in carrier-induced f
romagnetism. There are indications that holes in mangan
preferentially occupy oxygen ions.10 Ferromagnetism is then
0163-1829/2003/68~17!/174432~7!/$20.00 68 1744
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hypothesized to arise from direct exchange between th
holes.10,11 Formation of bipolaron holes would be favore
under this approach.11 In an alternative view the conductivity
transition is driven by the magnetic transition of the und
lying lattice. For example, the manganites’ conductivity tra
sition is attributed to the reduction of electronic overlap b
tween dopant-related states that accompanies their ab
shrinking~polaron collapse! upon the loss of a ferromagnet
long-range magnetic order.12 This mechanism has bee
suggested13 to drive the transition from a low-temperatur
ferromagnetic conductor to a high-temperature paramagn
insulator that occurs in suitably doped feromagnetic EuO.
the above interpretations of the manganites’ rich pheno
enology attribute a crucial role to polaronic effects. The p
laronic nature of carriers manifests itself through the pr
ence of absorption bands in the infrared spectra.14

Thus, there have been numerous measurements of the
tical properties of manganites. Early measurements on p
crystalline La12xCaxMnO3 with x;0.3 showed, in addition
to a Drude term, the presence of midinfrared bands. Auth
assigned these bands either to transitions between
levels,15 or to polaronic absorption.16 A transfer of a local-
ized electron from a Mn13 ion to a Mn14 ion should be
polaronic since Mn13 ions are associated with Jahn-Tell
distortions and Mn14 ions are not.

Further investigations on single crystals17 or thin films18

reported good agreement with the theoretical predictions
the DE model renormalized by electron-phonon interactio7

However, most of these results were subsequently questio
by a study of the reflectivity of La0.825Sr0.175MnO3,19,20

whose samples were single crystals cleaved under vac
©2003 The American Physical Society32-1
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rather than being polished. The authors find that the opt
conductivity shows just a normal Drude behavior belowTc .
These authors attributed the midinfrared contributions
served belowTc in previous experiments on Ca-doped ma
ganites to spurious effects resulting from a poor sample
face. Indeed, a recent study21 on a single crystal of
La0.735Ca0.265MnO3 concludes that surface polishing lowe
the reflectivity R(v) and introduces intoR(v) a dip near
0.5–0.6 eV. Both effects, shown in Fig. 2 of Ref. 21, mig
be used as a measure of whether a polished sample is
aged. Finally, one should mention that infrared spectrosc
has been also applied to the study of charge ordering
phase separation in La12xCaxMnO3 with x>0.5. In these
materials, charge ordering opens optical gaps in the
infrared22 and, according to a recent paper, even in the n
infrared.23

Indeed, the magnetism, charge transport, charge orde
and phase separation in manganites depends on dopants
centration and size as well as on preparation conditio
Many results are summarized in thex,T phase diagram24 of
LCMO. In particular, a ferromagnetic insulating phase
observed24 in La12xCaxMnO3 for approximately 0.10,x
,0.20 andT,160 K. This feature indicates that a manga
ite’s ferromagnetism can occur without mobile carriers.

Long ago Jonker25 emphasized that the Curie temperatu
in manganites depends strongly on the size of the diva
ion ~Ca, Sr, or Ba!. He suggested that ferromagnetism
stabilized by dopant-induced strains rather than by the ca
ers the dopants introduce. If true, a conducting ferromagn
manganite can be converted into a ferromagnetic insulato
just reducing the number of its carriers. This reduction m
be accomplished by introducing oxygen vacancies since
tend to compensate the charge carriers introduced by Ca
ing. In fact, deoxygenation can introduce moderate dens
of oxygen vacancies without producing phase separation

In principle, each substitution of a Ca21 ion for a La21

ion in La12xCaxMnO32y will produce a hole. However, a
the very high Ca concentration considered here,x50.25,
holes may be trapped by clusters of Ca ions. In particu
random substitutions of Ca for La result in 82% of unit ce
with a Ca ion being adjacent to at least one other cell wit
Ca substitution. Thus, the number of active carriers per
mula unit is presumed to be lower thanx. In addition, the
hole concentration is further reduced by deoxygenation s
it produces oxygen vacancies that tend to trap holes, the
compensating them.

Experiments performed on samples of La12xCaxMnO32y
with different x andy,6 showed that ferromagnetism persis
in the semiconducting state of LCMO. Recently, a detai
study of magnetism, dc transport, and Seebeck coefficien
the same system26 confirmed that de-oxygenation can pr
duce a single-phase semiconductor with fully saturated
romagnetism. Previously, the effect of de-oxygenation on
magnetic and electronic transport properties of mangan
was investigated in La0.67Ba0.33MnO32y for27 y ranging from
0.01 to 0.02. Deoxygenation was also attained
La12xSrxMnO31y , over a widex range28 wheny,0.

The infrared reflectivity of La12xSrxMnO3 was measured
as a function ofx through the transition between the ferr
17443
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magnetic insulating phase and the metallic phase.29 When the
temperature was decreased belowTc a strong Drude term
emerged forx50.175. By contrast, decreasing the tempe
ture belowTc for a sample withx50.10 only increased the
spectral weight of the midinfrared absorption.

Here we study how the infrared properties of a mangan
behave upon the introduction of oxygen vacancies. In p
ticular, we report on the evolution of the optical conductivi
of La0.75Ca0.25MnO32y for increasingy. To our knowledge,
this is the first systematic study of infrared spectra as a fu
tion of oxygen vacancy concentration at a constant dop
level. The loss of a Drude contribution confirms that deox
genation converts a manganite from being a ferromagn
conductor into a ferromagnetic semiconductor. Moreover,
find that a midinfrared absorption band persists in condu
ing and semiconducting samples although the band sh
strongly to lower energies with decreasing temperature.
nally, near-infrared absorption diminishes upon passing fr
the insulating phase to the conducting phase.

II. EXPERIMENT

Preparation of the La0.75Ca0.25MnO3 samples used in ou
measurements is described in detail in Ref. 26. Briefly, am
phous precursors produced by aqueous coprecipitation w
calcined to produce single-phase manganite powders. T
powders were pressed into pellets and sintered at 1350 °C
2 h in flowing O2, then cooled slowly to room temperatur
Oxygen vacancies were subsequently introduced and
trolled by annealing samples at 1200 °C in an ambient
low, fixed oxygen partial pressureP(O2).

X-ray diffraction confirmed that manganite samples w
modest deoxygenation were single phase.26 The structural
and magnetic properties of single-phase La0.75Ca0.25MnO
samples produced under three different annealing condit
are listed in Table I. LabelsA, B, andC in Table I are used to
designate annealing conditions of the three samples stu
herein.

The magnetizations of samples produced under the th
annealing conditions,A through C, of Table I are plotted
versus temperature in Fig. 1, reproduced from Ref. 26.
samples exhibit a sharp ferromagnetic transition. Howe
their Curie temperaturesTc ~reported in Table I! decrease
from A to C. The magnetic moments per formula unitNB , in
terms of Bohr magnetons, for the three samples are also
ported in the table. As expected, the observed values ofNB
are modestly reduced from their ideal insulating value 4

TABLE I. Properties of the three La0.75Ca0.25MnO32y samples
investigated here.P(O2) is the oxygen pressure during the anne
ing ~see text!, y is the resulting oxygen defect.V is the cell volume
as determined by x-ray analysis.Tc is the Curie temperature andNB

is the number of Bohr magnetons per formula unit at saturation
K.

Sample P(O2) ~atm! y V(nm3) Tc ~K! NB

A 1 0.011 0.23339 221 3.8
B 1024 0.011 0.23358 208 3.8
C 1027.8 0.04 0.23380 187 3.6
2-2
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EFFECT OF OXYGEN REDUCTION ON THE OPTICAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 174432 ~2003!
hole doping and are only slightly affected by oxygen red
tion. In particular,NB for sampleC, with an oxygen defi-
ciency y 5 0.04, is only 5% lower than that of unreduce
sampleA.

The reflectivity R(v) of each pellet was measured
nearly normal incidence from a carefully polished surfa
The reference mirror was obtained by evaporating a g
film onto the sample itself,30 in order to avoid errors due to
residual irregularities of the surface. Data were collected b
rapid-scanning interferometer between 130 and 10 500 cm21

and by thermoregulating the samples within62 K between
290 and 45 K.

The polycrystalline nature of the material may be a sou
of errors when extracting the optical conductivitys(v) from
R(v) by Kramers-Kronig transformations if the transpo
properties are strongly anisotropic.31 In the present case, th
pseudocubic, nearly isotropic, structure of the La-Ca man
nite should preclude the occurrence of such errors. In
case, heres(v) was extracted fromR(v) by fitting the data
to a Drude-Lorentz model. This procedure makes strong
sumptions on the asymptotic behavior ofR(v) unnecessary
The model dielectric function was

ẽ~v!5e`2
vp

2

v22 ivGD

1(
j 51

nph Sj
2

~v j
22v2!2 ivG j

1 (
k51

nh f o Sk
2

~vk
22v2!2 ivGk

. ~1!

Here, the first contribution on the right represents contri
tions from frequencies above the measuring range. The
ond term is the carriers’ Drude contribution with plasma f
quencyvp and relaxation rateGD . The third term depicts the
net contribution from phonons, designated by the indej,
with strengthSj and widthG j . The final term sums the con
tributions of the high-frequency oscillators~hfo! detected in
the midinfrared and the near-infrared. We always chose

FIG. 1. Magnetic moments of the three La0.75Ca0.25MnO32y

samples with differenty, normalized to the respective saturatio
values at 5 K. The data are obtained upon cooling the samples
room temperature in a field of 100 Oe.
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fit which allowed us to satisfactorily reproduce the data
using the minimum number of oscillators.

Equation~1! is used to model the complex refraction in
dex ñ which is then introduced into the expression for t
reflectivity at normal incidence~8° in our case!

R~v!5
@ ñ~v!21#2

@ ñ~v!11#2
. ~2!

III. RESULTS

The reflectivitiesR(v) of the three La0.75Ca0.25MnO32y
samples are plotted against the logarithm of the frequenc
Fig. 2 for temperatures from 45 to 290 K. The low
temperature reflectivities of samplesA and B are slightly
higher at all infrared frequencies than that reported in Ref.
for a high-quality single crystal of La0.67Ca0.33MnO3. These
reflectivities are also quite similar to that reported in Ref.
for a good single crystal of La0.735Ca0.265MnO3 that was an-
nealed after polishing. We cannot anneal polished films
oxygen since the purpose of our study is to determine h
carefully controlled de-oxygenation of a manganite affe
its optical properties. However, not onlyR(v) is high, but no
dip in the midinfrared is observed in Fig. 2 like that report
in Ref. 21 to indicate surface damage.21 These observations
indicate the good optical quality of the present samples
the reliability of data reported in Fig. 2.

m

FIG. 2. Reflectivity R(v) of the three La0.75Ca0.25MnO32y

samples with oxygen deficiencyy increasing from top to bottom
An example of fitting curve, with a reduced density of points for t
reader’s convenience, is shown for sampleB at 190 K.
2-3
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The raw data in Fig. 2 show that, for samplesA and B,
R(v) becomes increasingly conductinglike, asT is lowered
belowTc . Correspondingly, one observes a strong screen
of these samples’ phonon absorption lines at low temp
tures. However, aboveTc , R(v) is insulatinglike in both
samples, with well-defined phonon lines. By contrast,
reflectivity of the most-reduced sample, sampleC, is insulat-
inglike at all temperatures, and does not manifest scree
of the phonon absorption lines. InC, moreover, a broad mid
infrared contribution springs up at low temperature.

The optical conductivitys(v) was extracted at all tem
peratures fromR(v) by fits as good as that shown fo
sampleB at 190 K in Fig. 2. The results are reported in F
3, which depicts the above findings in greater detail. At ro
temperature in the paramagnetic phase all samples s
three well-defined phonon peaks, shown for sampleC on an
expanded scale in the inset of the bottom panel. In
samples, two TO modes appear at 170 and 577 cm21 in
agreement with previous observations atx50.3 ~Ref. 32!
and x50.33.17 On the other hand, the fine structure of t
central peak with modes at 340 and 370 cm21 was previ-
ously resolved only in a single crystal withx50.33.17 A fifth
~weak! phonon contribution is detected at;270 cm21, so
nph55 in Eq. ~1!. In the midinfrared, the spectra of a
samples show a strong absorption that can be fit by

FIG. 3. Optical conductivitys(v) extracted from theR(v) of
Fig. 2 for the La0.75Ca0.25MnO32y samples withy increasing from
top to bottom. An example of decomposition ofs(v) into a Drude
plus two Lorentzian contributions is shown for sampleB at 45 K.
The inset of the bottom panel shows the far-infrared spectrum
sampleC, at two temperatures, on an expanded scale.
17443
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broad Lorentzian peaks. In Fig. 3, those two contributio
centered at;6000 and 9500 cm21, are separated in the
high-temperature paramagnetic phase of sampleC. In
samplesA and B the use of two midinfrared oscillators i
required by the fit, while the Drude term can be distinguish
from the midinfrared absorption at the lowest temperatur
An example of decomposition ofs(v) into a Drude and two
Lorentzian contributions, according to Eq.~1!, is shown for
sampleB at 45 K.

As T decreases belowTc , the optical conductivities of
samplesA andB behave similarly. A strong Drude contribu
tion grows with decreasing temperature. In addition, the m
infrared bands in both samples progressively shift to low
energy as the temperature is decreased. The shifts of t
midinfrared absorption bands to lower energy with decre
ing temperatures are evident in the curves of Fig. 4, wh
just the midinfrared bands obtained from the Drude-Lore
fit to our data are shown for different temperatures. T
mid-infrared peaks of samplesA and B fall to
;2500–3000 cm21 at the lowest temperature~45 K!.

The conductivity of sampleC ~bottom panel of Fig. 3!
also changes with temperature. In particular, as the temp
ture is reduced through the Curie temperature~187 K! the
bands at 6000 and 9500 cm21 merge into a single peak. Th
energy of this peak then decreases moderately as the
perature is lowered further. On the other hand, the f

of

FIG. 4. The midinfrared contributionsMIR(v), as obtained
from a Drude-Lorentz fit tos(v), is reported as a function o
temperature for the La0.75Ca0.25MnO32y samples withy increasing
from top to bottom.
2-4
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EFFECT OF OXYGEN REDUCTION ON THE OPTICAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 174432 ~2003!
infrared portion of the spectrum exhibits no temperature
pendence. In particular, no appreciable Drude contribu
arises as the temperature is lowered belowTc , as previously
observed in Ref. 29 for the ferromagnetic insula
La0.9Sr0.1MnO3. In other words, the optical conductivity o
sampleC is insulatinglike down to the lowest temperatu
measured~45 K!.

The conducting behaviors of samplesA and B below Tc
can be characterized with the parameters that define
Drude contribution to Eq.~1!. In both samples, the Drud
linewidth GD;2000 cm21 below 150 K. This large value
can be partially explained by the polycrystalline nature of
material. More meaningful for the present study is the beh
ior of the plasma frequencyvp , which is plotted versus tem
perature for bothA and B in Fig. 5. For comparison, thei
Curie temperatures~from Table I! are indicated with arrows
The plasma frequency of sampleA increases rapidly in the
vicinity of the Curie temperatureTc . However, the rapid rise
of the plasma frequency of sampleB occurs somewhat below
Tc . Even the largest plasma frequencies of these doped m
netic insulators are below those of many conventional m
als. However, the plasma frequencies measured in the
temperature conducting regime are much higher than ca
attributed to the collective motion of self-trapped carrie
where vp is comparable to a characteristic vibration
frequency.33 Whether their motion is individual or collective
self-trapped carriers cannot move any faster than the at
whose displacements are responsible for the self-trappin
carriers.

The Drude-Lorentz fit tos(v) generates the midinfrare
~MIR! absorption bands depicted in Fig. 4. At room tempe
ture, the highest temperature measured, the MIR absorp
is centered at;6000 cm21. It is evident that the MIR ab-
sorption bands depicted in Fig. 4 shift with temperature. O
means to quantify these shifts is to first calculate the fi
moment of the MIR absorption,

FIG. 5. Plasma frequency (vp) vs temperature for samplesA
~dots!, B ~circles!, andC ~crosses!. Tc is reported forA and B by
full and open arrows, respectively. The fit indicates a very sm
plasma frequency, with an indetermination reported by the error
also for sampleC, even if its dc resistivity is very high at all tem
peratures. The lines are guides to the eye.
17443
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E
0

v*
vsMIR~v!dv

E
0

v*
sMIR~v!dv

, ~3!

where v* 510 500 cm21 is the maximum frequency mea
sured in our experiments. The temperature dependenc
each sample’s first moment is then displayed in Fig. 6. T
first moments of all samples fall with decreasing tempe
ture. SampleA manifests the most pronounced overall d
cline of a sample’s first moment. Its fall is most rapid in th
vicinity of the Curie temperature. SampleA is fully oxygen-
ated and has the highest low-temperature bulk electr
conductivity.26

Finally, the third major contribution to the Drude-Loren
fit of the optical conductivity comes from a near-infrare
~NIR! absorption band centered at a doping-depend
vNIR.8000 cm21. However, a NIR band is only resolved i
the conductivity of sampleC, Fig. 3.

We now address how the relative contributions of t
Drude, MIR, and NIR bands to the conductivity change w
temperature. To begin, we define the effective number
carriers

ne f f5
2m* V

pe2 E
0

v*
s~v!dv, ~4!

wheree andm* are an electron’s charge and effective ma
andV is the volume of a unit cell. The integration limitv* is
the maximum frequency of our measurements, 10 500 cm21.
Since s(v) is the sum of sDrude(v), sMIR(v), and
sNIR(v), separate integrations of each of these compone
yields the contributions of the Drude, MIR, and NIR ban
to ne f f . The fractional contribution of each of these bands
ne f f is shown as a function of temperature in Fig. 7 f
samplesA andB. We see that the transfer of spectral weig
between the Drude and NIR absorptions primarily occurs
the vicinity of the Curie temperature. By contrast, the sp

ll
r,

FIG. 6. First moment of the midinfrared band of Fig. 4 vs tem
perature, for the samplesA ~squares!, B ~circles!, andC ~crosses!.
The arrows markTc for all samples The lines are guides to the ey
2-5
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tral weight of the MIR band changes relatively little wit
temperature and is not even strongly affected by magn
ordering.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We now summarize our principal observations. The i
plications of our findings for models of the properties
doped manganites are also discussed.

Doped lanthanum manganites are ferromagnets that
ally are electrically conducting below their Curie tempe
ture and semiconducting above their Curie temperat
However, they also exhibit ferromagnetic insulating pha
when the divalent ion concentration is reduced to ab
0.10–0.15. Here we have discussed how the magnetic
the optical properties of a LCMO change when it is deox
genated at constant Ca doping,x50.25. This procedure is
expected to alter the carrier concentration while not affect
the dopant-related strains that have been hypothesized a
bilizing manganites’ ferromagnetism.25

We find that La12xCaxMnO32y remains a single-phas
fully saturated ferromagnet, albeit with slightly lowered C
rie temperature, after modest deoxygenation. However,
reflectivity measurements show that the low-temperatureT
,Tc , conducting behavior is lost after this modest deox
genation. In particular, this de-oxygenation eliminates a
indication of an appreciable Drude absorption. This obser
tion complements dc electrical transport measurements
show low-temperature,T,Tc , semiconducting behavio
~rather than conducting behavior! for these deoxygenate

FIG. 7. Relative contribution vs temperature of the Drude~open
circles!, MIR ~full circles!, and NIR bands~squares! to the effective
number of carriersne f f for samplesA ~top! and B ~bottom!. The
arrows markTc for both samples. The lines are guides to the ey
17443
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materials.26 Thus, optical and dc transport measureme
both showx;0.25 LCMO being ferromagnetic even when
is semiconducting. We conclude that double exchange w
itinerant charge carriers of the conducting phase is not
cause of these manganites’ ferromagnetism.

The parameters we obtain for the Drude absorption of
conducting phases of samplesA andB are also significant. In
particular, our analysis yields both a large plasma freque
and a large scattering rate for the Drude absorption. T
plasma frequency, about 20 000 cm21 at low temperatures
while below that of many metals, is consistent with a mo
erate density of freely moving carriers. By contrast, were
carriers ‘‘self-trapped’’ their ‘‘plasma frequency’’ would no
exceed a characteristic vibrational frequency since s
trapped carriers are constrained to follow atomic motion33

Furthermore, the very large low-frequency effective mass
coherently moving self-trapped carriers results in their be
only weakly scattered~with a scattering rate below the cha
acteristic vibration frequency!.33 We conclude that the carri
ers that produce the Drude absorption we observe are
self-trapped. Rather, these charge carriers can only
‘‘weakly coupled’’ to atomic vibrations. Thus, absorptio
bands that indicate strong coupling to atoms’ vibrations
not emanate from our mobile charge carriers.

We observe midinfrared and near-infrared absorption
all samples. In the two samples with a conductivity transiti
nearTc , the spectral weight of the near-infrared absorpti
falls dramatically as the temperature passes below the C
temperature. In the sample that remains semiconducting e
below Tc , the near-infrared absorption appears tempera
independent. These results suggest that absorption in the
infrared is associated with semiconducting manganites. P
work hypothesized that this near-infrared absorption ba
originates from on-site transitions betweeneg

1 andeg
2 levels

at Mn13 sites.15 Although these transitions are forbidden o
the isolated ion, Mn-O hybridization is presumed to perm
them in manganites.

The conductivity transition nearTc has little effect on the
spectral weight of the midinfrared absorption. By itself, th
result suggests that the midinfrared absorption is not ass
ated with charge transfer between magnetic ions sinc
change of magnetic ordering necessarily affects the proba
ity of such charge transfer. Nonetheless, the midinfrared
sorption has previously been attributed to charge transfer
tween Mn31 and Mn41 sites.15 Our results also challeng
this assignment.

Finally, we observe the midinfrared absorption band sh
ing to lower energies~by 1000–4000 cm21) as the tempera-
ture is lowered belowTc . Such shifts occur even in th
absence of a low-temperature conducting phase. Thus, t
midinfrared shifts seem related to magnetic order. The c
responding energy gap between the initial and final el
tronic states therefore increases with the onset of magn
disorder. This result is consistent with a succession of
laronic collapses in which the imposition of magnetic diso
der progressively triggers electrons’ states to abruptly fal
energy as they become more localized.12,13 All told, the
present study addresses how the optical properties of a
romagnetic Ca-doped manganite are affected by oxygen

.
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duction. We find that the double exchange mechanism d
not play an important role in producing ferromagnetism
these manganites. The present measurements and their a
sis also enable us to characterize how the Drude, far-infra
and midinfrared contributions each depend on magn
F
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order and on carrier density. Taken together these depen
cies help identify the processes that produce these op
responses. While these identifications are helpful, m
work is still needed in order to understand these comp
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